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Mmm Fingers 2 is a play produced and released by Noodlecake Studios on 19 October 2017. Extremely fun game easy to play with smooth touch management on Android, iOS; Touch and destroy monsters that will keep your fingers can't stop. Mmm Fingers 2 is the perfect game to entertain for hours or kill time. Download Mmm Fingers 2 Mod APK (Unlimited Coins/Diamond) the
latest for Android Game has simple graphics, but the colors are very fresh, eye-appealing and attractive. Monsters are created in different forms and are accompanied by terms that look very strange and funny. Looking at it, we also find that they are always waiting to hit the players with their fingers. The content and how to play is simply that the player has to hold his finger on the
screen and move constantly so that not all monsters are being put into the player. Players need to avoid monsters as much as possible and they will have mark points. The player loses and will have to play again if they get bites or pulls his hand out of the screen. There is also a social network feature to share your score, as well as an update to the highest scorecard in the world.
The obstacles in this game are monsters with shells and mills that rotate with sharp nails. Of course, if you don't care and touch them, the screen appearance will inform you that the game is finished. Players also have adjustments in the upper left corner of the screen menu, such as background music on/off, mute/unmute or change blood color. The statistics button records player
achievements, such as today's record, session record, highest score, total score in all matches, total number of games. Above is a table of results of the last 12 games played. The graphics in Mmm Fingers 2 is relatively impressive with graphics not too distinct and more details, but sharp. The sound is pretty low, so it's easy to lose focus. It's probably also a factor the publisher
wants to make the game harder then. The game also includes social sharing on social media, as well as high ratings in the world. Mmm Fingers 2 Mod APK Main features The game has simple graphics, but the colors are very fresh, eye-appealing and attractive. Monsters are created in different forms and are accompanied by terms that look very strange and funny. The sound is
pretty low, so you can lose focus. Share on social media and update rankings around the world. You are now ready to download Mmm Fingers 2 Mod APK (Unlimited Coins/Diamond) for free. Here are some notes: Check our installation manual. To check the CPU and GPU devices of Android, Please use CPU-Z app Skate at full speed and escape the police Several online
minigames with a voxel look Enjoy gamecube and Wii games on your Android Missions and events filled with minigames and vehicles Choose your favorite song and play it on your Android device Official game of the Indian blockbuster Where the Angry Birds saga began Climb the hill at full speed press kit Grizzly jack to feed! Free developed by No Monkeys Over 22 million
players on the original, the finger monsters are back in Mmm Fingers 2! How long can you protect your fingers from hungry monsters?! Touch and hold the screen for as long as you can. Do not raise your finger or hit anything with your teeth or chomp, the game is over. For more information about Mmm Fingers 2 please e-press@noodlecake.com. If you have any problems with
the game please email support@noodlecake.com Developer: Noodlecake Studios Inc Description With over 22 million players on the original, finger munching monsters are back in Mmm Fingers 2! How long can you protect your fingers from hungry monsters?! Touch and hold the screen for as long as you can. Do not raise your finger or hit anything with your teeth or chomp, the
game is over. Features:- New Monsters!- New Challenging Mode!- New and unique challenge every day! - Scales and Achievements- Easy to use touch portrait gameplay Review(s) Articles Notes Cards Loading... Mmm Fingers 2 噢 e 2 will be installed on your device. Noodlecake Studios Inc. Select your device. In case your device didn't have games installed for a long period of
time, make sure you signed to QooApp with the same account, updated QooApp to the latest version, and make sure notification is turned on. No devices detected. Sign in QooApp with the same account you use on your device and turn on Notification. Click here if you haven't already got QooApp. I literally played this game for a week and I can't get past the hard challenge
number 8. Although I'm very experienced in the original mmm fingers, getting past 1000 score every run, I can't even pass 500 in this game. Music is bad, too, and the game is generally not fun. I also have an Iphone XR and when I ever try to leave the application, it plays the game and gives me an automatic score 0 just because I lowered my hand to suppress it up. My average
is literally 50. There are a lot too many ads when I play about 2 games I get a long 15-30 second ad, and I bet other people can't stand that like me. Me.
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